


We conserve only what 

we love,         

We love only what we 

understand,     

We understand only what 

we are taught.  

- Baba Dioum





Dalai Lama



Will Germans be the eventual custodians of Sanskrit, its rich 
heritage and culture? If the demand for Sanskrit and Indology 
courses in Germany is any indication, that’s what the future 
looks like.

Unable to cope with the flood of applications from around the 
world, the South Asia Institute, University of Heidelberg, had 
to start a summer school in spoken Sanskrit in Switzerland, 
Italy and - believe it or not - India too.



Oppenheimer Quotes out of Hinduism's 
Bhagavad Gita after the first Nuclear explosion 
in New Mexico Desert, it is his devotion to Gita 

that is attributed to his success.

Oppenheimer alludes to possible use of 
nuclear weapons by previous civilizations….. 

In Mahabharat war?





Carl Sagan (1934-1996), a renowned American astrophysicist, astronomer and astrobiologist admired the Hindu 

view of the cosmos. In an undated video, he explained how the ancient cosmological ideas that were 
central to Hinduism form the basis of modern cosmology. At the very onset, Carl cited the ancient Hindu 
sacred text of Rigveda and conceded, “The most sophisticated cosmological ideas came from Asia and particularly 
from India. Here, there is a tradition of sceptical questioning and unselfconscious humility before the great 
cosmic mysteries.”

American astronomer explains Hindu cosmology
“Most cultures imagine the world to be a few hundred human generations old. Hardly anyone guessed that the 
cosmos might be far older but the ancient Hindus did,” Carl stated. He then talked about the harvest festival of 
Pongal which is celebrated in South India and especially in Tamil Nadu. Carl emphasised that the Hindu festival 
had ties with an ‘elegant and much deeper cosmological tradition’ and that it rejoiced the cycles in nature.

The American astronomer further stated, “The Hindu religion is one of the world’s great Faiths dedicated to the 
idea that the cosmos itself undergoes an immense number of deaths and rebirths. It is the only religion in which 
the time skills correspond no doubt ‘by accident’ to those of modern scientific cosmology. The cycles run from 
our ordinary day and night to a day and night of Brahma – 8.64 billion years long. It is longer than the age of the 
Earth, the Sun, and half the time since Bing Bang.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ugyrzr5Ds8o


Pancha Mandala 5 Revolutions in Universe

https://bharathgyan.com/



Pancha Mandala 5 Revolutions in Universe

https://bharathgyan.com/

According to Abrahamic religions the earth is 4000 or 5000 years old.  What about Dinosaurs bones dated many 
millions of years ago ?   Their explanation is if God could create all these cosmos, why not put in some bones!!!!





The science and technological developments we see today in the West is built on the foundations developed in India 
until Islamic invasions and Western colonialism systematically plundered and destroyed it.



Famous Rajiv Malhotra’s quote:  
When a tiger eats a deer, the  flesh of the deer 
enriches the tiger but the deer form is lost.  While 
West is adopting Hindu principles, Western missionary 
mafia wants to destroy Hinduism and take fruits of 
10,000 years old Hinduism to make as their own, for 
example, ‘Christian Yoga’.  Most of the festivals of the 
so called ‘Pagan’ religions that West destroyed are 
now celebrated in the West in Christianized or 
Western form (e.g., Halloween in US) with no 
connection to their origin.

While Western missionary mafia plan to denigrates Hinduism and plan for its decimation, 
they want to take Hinduism fruits and make as their own.

Source: Youtube video, Maya Tiger hunting deer, Tadoba

“Just as the tiger, a predator, would, the West, a dominant and aggressive culture dismembers the weaker one – the deer – into parts from which it picks and chooses pieces that it wants 

to appropriate; the appropriated elements get mapped onto the language and social structures of the dominant civilization’s own history and paradigms, leaving little if any trace of the 

links to the source tradition. The civilization that was thus “mined” and consumed gets depleted of its cultural and social capital, because the appropriated elements are then shown to be 

disconnected from and even in conflict with the source civilization. Finally, the vanquished prey – the deer – enters the proverbial museum as yet another dead creature (i.e. a dead 
culture), ceasing to pose a threat to the dominant one” – Rajiv Malhotra on his blog article , ‘The Tiger and the Deer: Is Dharma Being Digested into the West?’

https://rajivmalhotra.com/library/articles/tiger-deer-dharma-digested-west/


It is difficult to say where 
Spirituality end & Science 

begins.  Every image, every 
Moorthi, every Mantra, every 

Vratam, every art (dance, song, 
music) has enormous meaning 
and significance for health of 

body & mind to propel a 
human being towards oneness 
with the universe.  It comprises 

environmentalism, feminism 
(equality of gender), duty 

towards animals - a complete 
blueprint for human evolution 
allowing every being to evolve 
wherever they are at human 

development.  

Science & Symbolism behind Hinduism



Why is ‘Garbha Gudi’ (inner sanctorum) dark in many temples in South India?
Human being lost in ‘unconsciousness (dark)’ , which results in ego, the constant drone of thoughts causing us to lose  
‘current moment’ because of vasanas (samskaras). (A child is closer to God because it does not have the drone of thoughts 
that takes away from our internal peace.)  

What is meaning of lighting a camphor and showing Moorthi’s face to a devotee symbolize?
When Vasanas are expiated through devotion (fire or passion for god) without any residue (like camphor), we get that peace 
within, the glimpse of God.

What does cracking coconut symbolize?
Some say it is cracking of ‘ego’, selfishness that if cracked will give sweet water (peace).  If you want to be happy, reduce ego 
and make others happy!!

What is symbolism of Agar bathi, Temple bells, sprinkling holy water, sweet prasad, lords face?
When you are close to ‘Bhagwan’ (which is within), then you enjoy and cherish the senses (smell, hearing, touch, taste,  
sight),  Ringing bell also a wake up call to human being lost in his thoughts and missing the God within.

What does ‘Ash’ symbolize?
Everything in the world is impermanent and every name and form will perish and only God within you is real.

A simple visit to a Hindu temple



EAST Versus WEST – how they greet each other reflects 
the two different  civilizations

NAMASTE 
– I bow to the ‘God principle’ in you

Shaking hands 
– Traditionally it meant each asserts that they 
hold no weapon to kill the other, though it 
evolved to benign greeting today





(including 44 Islamic countries)



America and Europe’s Churches discarded because West is not buying 
into Church agenda - most churches are converted into Buddhist & 

Hindu temples, Mosques, even Museums



Western Christianity Today

It is my firm opinion that Europe (and the United States) does 
not represent the spirit of God or Christianity but the spirit of 
Satan. And Satan’s successes are the greatest when appears 
with the name of God on his lips. 
(Young India: September 8, 1920)

What the consequences of conversion (to Abrahamic religions) 
will be to the country as a whole is well worth bearing in mind. 

Conversion to Islam or Christianity will denationalize the 
Depressed Classes. 

- B.R. Ambedkar



General British Alexander Walker of East India company (between 

1780 and 1810) on India native school system.

Read what he said about Shudras where he says principal authority 

and property of the Country was with Shudras until British destroyed 

plundered and destroyed. (BharathGyan.com).



In the backdrop of this you wonder then why is India 
rejecting Hinduism which the West is adopting and taking in 

the very thing they are rejecting, the narrow Church 
defined medieval Christianity.

Is this the story of a person who had a precious diamond 
but never knew the value of it and threw it away or lack of 
comprehension of dangerous Global missionary agenda or 

both?
Is India being used as dumping ground of what is rejected 

by West like everything else Western mafia does?



"After a study of some forty years and more of the great religions 

of the world, I find none so perfect , none so scientific, none so 

philosophical and none so spiritual that the great religion known 

by the name of Hinduism. Make no mistake, without Hinduism, 

India has no future. Hinduism is the soil into which India's roots 

are stuck and torn out of that she will inevitably wither as a tree 

torn out from its place. And if Hindus do not maintain Hinduism 

who shall save it? If India's own children do not cling to her faith 

who shall guard it. India alone can save India and India and 

Hinduism are one. "

Annie Besant (1847-1933)


